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Preface

Modern rail transport systems feature an increasing level of complexity. One of the main reasons for this growth is the trend to automate delicate control and supervisory functions through heterogeneous distributed computer systems.

This book aims at presenting a set of novel and advanced techniques used in real-world industrial applications to improve the dependability of rail-based transportation systems. The analyses address both natural/random and intentional/malicious threats (ranging from human errors, e.g. coding or maintenance mistakes, to terrorist attacks), which can compromise system integrity both at the hardware (control devices, infrastructures) and software (logic code, data network) levels.

To date, most existing books only address general safety-critical real-time systems engineering; only a few exist covering all the subjects related to railway safety, reliability and security in a holistic and systemic fashion.

On this regard, this book can be a useful reference for experts, consultants and railway system engineers who need to perform risk or dependability analyses for development or certification purposes. It also provides a collection of techniques and case-studies for students of university courses about security and dependability of critical systems and infrastructures.

The book is structured as a collection of self-contained chapters which are (revised and extended) reprint versions of papers which I have co-authored and have been recently published in proceedings of international conferences, contributed books or research journals. All the chapters refer to railway dependability either as the main application scenario or for the example case-studies.

More in detail, the book is organized as follows. It is divided into three main parts, each one containing 4 chapters. The first part covers verification techniques for railway control software, focusing on
testing approaches which can improve both the effectiveness and efficiency of the safety assessment processes. The second part surveys model-based approaches to formally evaluate quantitative dependability attributes (like safety and reliability), mostly at the hardware abstraction level. Finally, part three addresses railway infrastructure security issues from the risk management perspective, including vulnerability assessment and design of protection mechanisms.
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